SPECIAL THANKS

High Water Women Wishes To Thank

The Following For Their Generous Contributions That Made This Day Possible:
THOUGHT LEADERS and MARKET MAKERS
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation | Orrick Herrington Sutcliffe | Crop Organic
GAME CHANGERS
BlackRock | Deutsche Asset Management | KKR | Treehouse Investments | Trillium Asset Management
STEWARDS OF CHANGE
Calvert Investments | Columbia Threadneedle | Community Investment Management |
Dalberg Global Development Advisors | Impax Asset Management | Microvest | oekom research |
Tara Health Foundation | Tideline
CHANGING HEARTS & MINDS
Big Path Capital | EMM Wealth | Fidelity Charitable | Foundation Source | Gartland & Mellina Group |
Nia Global Solutions | UVI Research & Technology Park | Walden Asset Management
MEDIA & NETWORK PARTNERS
About Microfinance | Arabella Advisors | Confluence Partners | Confluence Philanthropy |
Financial Women's Association | Foundation Source | GIIN Catalyst | Global Insight International |
Governance & Accountability Institute |Green Money Journal | Inspiring Capital |
Intentional Endowments Network | Investors Circle | Invest with Values | Mission Investor Exchange |
Nexus | 100 Women in Finance | Real Leaders | SRI | TBLI Group | The New York Hedge Fund Roundtable |
37 Angels | Toniic | Women Moving Millions
SYMPOISUM STEERING COMMITTEE
Drianne Benner, Appomattox Advisory | Moya Connelly, Deutsche Bank | Ariane de Vienne, oekom research |
Darcy Garner, Channel Family Assets | Diane Keating, High Water Women | Athena Ole |
Amie Patel, Elevar Equity | Imogen Rose-Smith, Investment Fellow at University of California |
Delores Rubin, Deutsche Bank | Anna Snider, Bank of America
HIGH WATER WOMEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Janice Abert, Abert Associates | Ariane de Vienne, oekom research | Tracey Fenton, Media Source Inc. |
Darcy Garner, Channel Family Assets | Kathleen Kelley, Queen Anne’s Gate | Karen Lanci, Walk Products |
Quinn Moss, Orrick Herrington & Sutcliff | Athena Ole | Anna Snider, Bank of America |
Susan Webb, Appomattox Advisory
HIGH WATER WOMEN STAFF
Diane Keating, Executive Director | Elanor Brand, Director of Operations
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Our 3,500 members are business professionals committed to the economic empowerment of
women and youth. We create and source powerful volunteer opportunities through programs and
channels including: Financial Literacy Education • Global MFI Risk and Transformation Consulting
• Programs for low-income children: Backpack Drive, Secret Santa, Tutoring and Mentoring.
We provide Philanthropic Leadership in leading edge topics and trends
in Philanthropy today: Microfinance/Financial Inclusion •
Impact Philanthropy and Impact Investing • Financial Education

HIGHWATERWOMEN.ORG
HWW is a 501(c)(3) organization
founded in 2005 by senior women in
the hedge fund and investment
industries. We support our work
through individual, foundation and
corporate contributions.

MACARTHUR FOUNDATION
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation supports creative people and effective
institutions committed to building a more just, verdant, and peaceful world. In addition to selecting
the MacArthur Fellows, the Foundation works to defend human rights, advance global conservation
and security, make cities better places, and understand how technology is affecting children and
society.
MacArthur is one of the nation's largest independent foundations. Through the support it provides,
the Foundation fosters the development of knowledge, nurtures individual creativity, strengthens
institutions, helps improve public policy, and provides information to the public, primarily through
support for public interest media. See more at: www.macfound.org
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ORRICK
A global law firm with offices in the U.S., Europe, Asia and Africa, Orrick was one of the first global
law firm to establish an Impact Finance practice and is proud to be advising a broad range of
innovative investors, companies, and government parties in this rapidly emerging space. Our
Impact Finance team provides a wide range of legal services to clients throughout the world
seeking to achieve positive social and environmental impact alongside financial returns. We serve
as counsel to impact investment funds, assist social enterprises (including hybrids and newly
authorized corporate forms such as the benefit corporation) with formation and financing, and
advise foundations, governments, multilateral organizations, NGOs,
and intermediaries in domestic and cross-border transactions and
research. Named as one of the “Global 20” leading firms by Law360,
Orrick has more than 1,000 lawyers across Europe, Asia, the United States
and Africa with a platform that offers clients a distinctive combination
of local insight and global perspective and experience.

CHATAM IMPORTS
At Chatham Imports, our passion is wine and spirits that stimulate the senses and the imagination.
We're constantly exploring, experimenting and refining to bring new tastes to market. What's more,
we've searched the globe for innovative producers who share our vision and take pride in working
with them on these labels.

BLACKROCK SUSTAINABLE INVESTING
BlackRock Sustainable Investing seeks to drive positive social or environmental impact alongside
financial results, allowing investors to accomplish more with their money.
www.blackrock.com
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DEUTSCH ASSET MANAGEMENT
Deutsche Asset Management’s Sustainable Investments business focuses primarily on private debt
and equity sustainable investments around the world, offering the ability to quantify the real social
and environmental outcomes from its investments. As part of the Alternatives platform, the business
has the ability to generate viable financial returns and real social and environmental outcomes of
its investments and is organized around three components: financial inclusion/microfinance; social
enterprise financing (agriculture, health, and energy); and energy efficiency/renewable energy
investing. The team’s capabilities are focused on creating investable products for institutional
investors, development banks, governments, and private investors who share common investment
objectives around specific themes.

TREEHOUSE INVESTMENTS, LLC
Treehouse Investments, LLC, is a privately owned firm targeting investments that address global
warming and support the development of the globalizing middle class. We focus on opportunities
in these growth sectors, our principal targets being energy and water infrastructure, and basic
goods and services.
Treehouse Investments adheres to the Universal Owner Hypothesis, which maintains that investment
success depends on the long-term health of financial markets and their underlying economies. As
such we have a responsibility and an incentive to adopt a responsible approach to portfolio
management. We are committed to the UN’s Principles of Responsible Investment, and we screen
all investments against three core impact objectives: climate change mitigation, gender equality,
and social responsibility.
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KKR Co.
Founded in 1976 and led by Henry Kravis and George Roberts, KKR is a leading global investment
firm with approximately $153 billion in assets under management as of September 30, 2017. The firm
manages multiple alternative asset classes, including private equity, energy, infrastructure, real
estate, credit and, through its strategic manager partnerships, hedge funds. Building on the firm’s
knowledge, relationships, and established investment capabilities, KKR aims to generate attractive
investment returns by following a patient and disciplined approach, employing world-class people,
and driving growth and value creation with KKR portfolio companies. KKR invests its own capital
alongside its client and partners' capital and is the largest investor in aggregate across its funds and
portfolio companies.
For additional information, please visit KKR's website at www.kkr.com and on Twitter @KKR_Co.

TRILLIUM ASSET MANAGEMENT
Trillium Asset Management is the oldest independent investment advisor devoted exclusively to
sustainable and responsible investing. Since 1982, Trillium has managed equity and fixed income
portfolios for individuals, foundations, endowments, and religious institutions as well as financial
advisors and their clients.
A leader in shareholder advocacy and public policy work, Trillium leverages the power of stock
ownership to promote social and environmental change while providing both impact and
performance to our investors.
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Who Made The Day Possible:
SPONSORS

Big Path Capital | EMM Wealth | Fidelity Charitable | Foundation Source | Gartland & Mellina Group |
Nia Global Solutions | UVI Research & Technology Park | Walden Asset Management
MEDIA & NETWORK PARTNERS

Financial Women's Association | Foundation Source |GIIN | Mission Investors Exchange | NEXUS |
Toniic | 100 Women in Finance | Women Moving Millions
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